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1111.50 - hotel      1025
-ticket 1205.25-
750[[?]]
127.25 Cleo
319.20 Smith
-[[per? diem?]] 45$ /for 16 [[days?]]: 720 -
[[taxis?]] 50$
[[excess? bg?]] 100$
[[Bobie?]]: [[? & collect.?]] 7 days (15)   210
[[tar?]] expenses " " " [[dittos for 7 days (15)  105
collecting [[mpl?]] 50
[[sum of 210, 105, 50 =]] 365
[[exc. by?]] 100
taxis 50
[[sum of 365, 100, 50 =]] 515
Miscellaneous  515.
per diem       720
[[ticket? ?]] 1235
               123 50
              _______
              1111.50
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The mission of the Smithsonian is the increase and diffusion of knowledge - shaping the future by preserving our
heritage, discovering new knowledge, and sharing our resources with the world. Founded in 1846, the
Smithsonian is the world's largest museum and research complex, consisting of 19 museums and galleries, the
National Zoological Park, and nine research facilities.Become an active part of our mission through the
Transcription Center. Together, we are discovering secrets hidden deep inside our collections that illuminate our
history and our world.
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